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QR code scanning is a quick and convenient way to access a web page, and brands often use these product packaging codes or promotional materials to help users get product information or special offers. If you want to scan a QR code, you'll need to install a QR code scanning app on your device.
There are many options to choose from, but to save you some time, we chose the best apps for Android and iOS. Camera Whether you have an iPhone or an Android phone, the simpleest and easiest app to use to scan QR codes is often your Camera app. This will now be on your phone, so all you need
to do is open the app and point it to a QR code. On newer iPhones, you can even use the flashlight to scan QR codes in low light. It's as simple as that. After pointing your phone's camera to the QR code, you should see a notification if you want to go to the website where the juicy QR code is. Tap it to
open the link and go where the QR code wants to send you. If the feature doesn't work on your phone, you can read to find some good QR code scanning apps. As simple as the Camera app, it also doesn't come with the bells and whistles of certain third-party apps for scanning QR codes. As such, you
may want to check some of the apps below if you accept that you want additional features, such as security checks and the ability to save codes or scan barcodes. Free QR Scanner This Android-only app from Simple Design is one of the most popular QR code scanner apps around right now. It is free to
use and allows you to save QR codes on your phone or easily share them with friends. You can quickly switch your flashlight from inside the app to scan codes in a dark environment, create QR codes, and view scan history — and unlike some apps, it doesn't want a bunch of installation permissions, just
access to your camera. It has solid ratings of more than 4.5 out of 5 in the Google Play store. Android Kaspersky QR scanner one of the best third-party scanning applications for iOS and Android is Kaspersky QR scanner. Developed by Kaspersky cybersecurity experts, it does what you expect their QR
scanning app to do: scan for dangerous and malicious QR codes. This is practically as easy to use as the app on your camera smartphone. It will quickly check the security of any QR code you scan with it, alerting you when it encounters a blacksmith's connection. It also brings additional benefit from the
History tab, so you can quickly return to the websites associated with the latest QR codes. Kaspersky QR scanner is completely free to use and has ratings in the Apple App Store and Google Play Store of more than 4 out of 5. Android iOS NeoReader QR &amp;barcode Scanner Unlike camera,
NeoReader QR &amp;barcode scanner comes with the ability to scan barcodes as well as QR codes. So in addition to scanning a QR code and creating a link, you can also use it to scan the product barcode and search for the product on the Internet. Internet. is very convenient when you find a product
while shopping in the real world that you would prefer to order online. NeoReader's QR and Barcode scanner is available for both Android and iOS. Once again, it's easy to use and allows you to go back in the history of scanned QR codes and barcodes. It is free to download, but comes with the option to
pay a small fee to remove pop-up ads. It has strong customer ratings over 4 out of 5 from the Google Play Store and Apple App Store. Android iOS QR Code reader ϟ/QR reader for Android Developed by tapMedia, this QR scan app can scan QR codes quickly and effortlessly. However, what sets it apart
from the crowd is that it can also be used to scan other things besides QR codes. For example, it can be used to scan sudoku puzzles and store them on your smartphone so you can play them on the go. It can be used to share QR codes via email or social media. It is free to download, but comes with
paid ad exclusion options, as well as a subscription option for a database scanner that allows you to save QR codes to a server. The iPhone version of this app currently has an average rating of 4.6 out of 5 in the App Store. However, the android version is not as high as it does not have the full range of
features. Android iOS QR Code Reader - QR Scanner Developed by MixerBox, QR Code Reader &amp;. QR Scanner &amp; available only on iPhone. Despite the limited availability, however, it is one of the best QR code scanning apps around. It can scan a wide variety of 1D and 2D code types,
including QR codes, barcodes, EAN-13 codes, etc. Scans very quickly and also saves a history of your scans so you can return to qr code very quickly. A nice touch is that it supports the use of a flashlight while the app is running, so you can scan QR codes in the dark. QR Code Reader &amp;qr
Scanner is free to download, although you can remove ads for $4.99. It's currently number 47 in the apps in Apple's App Store, where it has a 4.6 out of 5 rating. iOS QR &amp;barcode Scanner/QR Code Reader &amp;barcode Scanner Free To round up our list, we chose Gamma Play's QR
&amp;barcode scanner for Android and QR Code Reader &amp;barcode Scanner free for iOS. This is a solution to scan everything in one that works not only with QR codes, but also barcodes. You can do your research directly in the store and leave satisfied that you have found the best deal. For QR
codes containing contact information, this app will create a new contact directly on your phone. This type of code also works the same way with Wi-Fi networks, calendar dates, product details, text messages, and other connectivity features, making it easy to save important information. Due to all its
functionality, we believe that this the best QR scanner app you should have. It handles so many specialized tasks, so new ways to use QR codes will be discovered every day. Users agree by giving over 1 million reviews on the Play Store, with an average rating of more than 4 out of 5. It also has app
store rating of 4.7 out of 5 with overwhelmingly positive reviews. Android iOS editors' recommendations If you're looking for a good way to speed up your phone or reduce your data usage, there are many official lite versions of popular apps like Facebook or YouTube. They are generally less rich in
functions than their proxy counterparts, but they are often a large middle ground between functions and functions. What are Lite applications? RELATED: How to monitor (and reduce) data usage for Android, big companies like Google, Facebook and Twitter want as many people as possible to use their
services. But not all phones are powerful for their full-featured apps, and some data plans are severely limited. So, they have created lite versions of their apps for these audiences. This is not to be confused with the hundreds of improvised Lite apps out there that are just containerized versions of mobile
websites, the applications in this list are official applications provided by the original developers (but they are still containerized versions of mobile web applications). This is an important and remarkable mention because there are many fakes out there - we recommend using the official lite apps whenever
you can. These official lite versions are usually designed for use in countries with less powerful Android devices and slower mobile Internet. They keep speed and data usage down, skipping unnecessary features that people with slower connections won't be able to use anyway. But this can also apply to
ordinary users: if you're a casual user of something like Facebook, chances are there are tons of features that just take up space. Why don't you speed things up when you get rid of them? RELATED: How to sideload Apps on Android Since these apps are usually designed for other countries, they are
usually not available from the Google Play Store in countries that have very reliable data networks and ultra-powerful phones, such as the United States. But you can still side by taking the installer of APK files from a site like APK Mirror – a legitimate and reliable source for these apps. (If you've never
loaded an app, see our guide to doing it - it's pretty easy!) This way, if you have a slower or older Android device, you can still take advantage of lighter and streamlined apps and make your phone feel more nervous and new again. As great as the apps are on their own, they're also just help to tape the
bigger problem: the operating system as a whole. Android has acquired more and more features rich over the years, and as a result has required more powerful hardware to push it. But that's also why Google created a version of Android specifically for bottom end hardware and the countries where these
types of phones are prolific: Android Go. Android Go is to what these applications are for the app ecosystem: a faster, lighter version of the operating system. It is designed to work on devices less than 1GB ram, making it incredibly efficient. Of course, compromises are easy when you need to modify a
system to work on such limited hardware, but just as with Lite apps, it is that is expected. And frankly, it's much better than working with slow hardware that tries to compensate for the lack of optimization. The best Lite Apps Ok, now that you know what lite apps are and why you want to use them, it's time
to look at the best options for the apps you're probably already using. Facebook Lite Facebook is one of the most popular apps in the Play Store, but the full app is known to be very large. The main application is almost 65MB in size, where the much smaller version of Lite only makes the scale of 1.6MB.
That's a huge difference. And compared to Facebook's full app, the lite version really isn't that bad. It feels a bit dated without all the bells and whistles, but if all you're really worried about is checking notifications and scrolling through your feed (literally all my use of Facebook), then it's great. You won't be
able to do things like go live, but most things are available. Download Facebook Lite: Game Store (Outside the US) | APK Mirror Facebook Messenger Lite Like Facebook Lite, there is a light version of Messenger too. It lacks almost all the more reliable Messenger features, such as video chat, Facebook
calls, SMS integration and chat heads, but it's pretty solid if all you want to do is text chat with Facebook friends. As a result, Messenger Lite is about a fifth the size of the full Messenger app (11MB vs. 55MB). Unlike most other apps on this list, Messenger Lite is available in the US from the Play Store.
Woohoo! Messenger Lite: Game Store (included in usa) | APK Mirror Twitter Lite Keith Lite is probably the best Lite app on this list as it is almost as strong as a much larger counterpart. It's essentially a packaged version of Twitter's mobile website that has undergone some major improvements over the
past few months - as a result you'll get a killer lightweight Twitter customer who offers almost everything you need (including push notifications!). If you prefer not to download and install anything else, you can always just skip to twitter's mobile site to get basically the same experience. Personally, I'm in
that I have a separate app, but you do. Twitter Lite: Game Store (Non-USA) | APK Mirror Google Go It's basically just a lightweight Google search app - but unlike other Lite apps that only skip excessive and heavy features, this one removes some useful things, including my favorite thing about the Google
app: Google Feed. As a result, it's literally a search app with a few quick links things like the weather and all that. This is probably understood, but it means that there is no integration assistant in Google Go. However, it's not terrible and it's nice to have a super light and fast version just for quick search,
search, that's your thing. Google Go: Play Store (Outside the US) | APK mirror YouTube Go look, everyone loves YouTube. But if you find a YouTube stock app a little bulky and slower, the answer is YouTube Go. It's super fast and light and offers some of the better features of the inventory app, such as
the option to save videos to watch offline. It even asks what you want to do (save or see) every time you select a video and offers different levels of quality. That's really cool. YouTube Go: Game Store (Outside usa) | APK Mirror Skype Lite Related: The best ways to video chat from Windows, Mac, iPhone
or Android There are many good video chat apps out there, many of which are probably better than Skype —but if your grandmother uses Skype, you're blocked using Skype too. Fortunately, there is a lite version. This app actually uses the Google Play testing feature because it's technically an unsigned
app — at least at an official level. Like his older brother, he offers voice and video calls, text chats and even sms integration. As a way to save data, I imagine the video quality is slightly lower than what you'll get with a full Skype app, but this is the kind of compromise you should expect from a lite app.
Skype Lite: Play Store (USA Included) | APK Mirror Other Apps to consider that these are some of the best Lite applications, but the search is not really necessary to end this. If you want to ease the load even more and some of your favorite apps don't have light versions, you can also install a fast and
lightweight web browser, such as Puffin, and then use the web version of your favorite apps. Instagram is a great example here because the mobile web version is pretty good and even allows you to upload photos. Similarly, if you want to keep the data, you can continue to use Chrome and just activate
data savings — you may sacrifice the quality of some of the pages you visit (again, Instagram is a good example here), but it's a price you have to pay to keep things light and lighter. Bite.
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